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THE NEXT DECADE IN THE ARTS:
A PROGRAM TO ACHIEVE A STRONGER PRIVATE SECTOR-PUBLIC SECTOR
PARTNERSHIP COMMITTED TO SUPPORT OF CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS*

Introduction

Americans are strongly aware of the practical importance
of the arts to the quality of their individual lives and their
•. common life.

As New York Times art critic Hilton Kramer recently

wrote, "We are now a society intent upon availing itself of
cultural goods and services to an extent never before known
to the history of civilization. 111

A consensus has built up

around the view that it is in the public interest to ensure
the availability of the arts and the well-being of cultural
institutions, in recognition of their intrinsic value and
their spiritual, social, political, economic and other civic
benefits.
At the same time, severe financial problems are threatening
the stability and vitality of the country's main cultural

*A working paper prepared by Carl F. Stover, Director of Bicentennial Resources Development, National Endowment for the Arts:
February 23, 1976.
1.

Notes are at the end of the paper.
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centers--its major non-profit professional symphony orchestras,
theaters, opera and ballet companies, corranunity arts organizations, and museums.

Born in part of the fact that these

institutions cannot fulfill their public responsibilities if
they attempt to charge audiences the full costs of their
operations, these problems have become critical because of
the recent inflation and recession.

As costs have increased

at an alarming rate, the philanthropic and governmental support relied upon to fill the inevitable gap between costs and
maximum feasible earnings has not been able to keep pace.
Hence, programs are curtailed, quality is sacrificed, gifted
•.

artists shift to other pursuits, and irretrievable cultural
opportunities are lost to the public.
Action is required to resolve these irranediate problems and
place the Nation's cultural institutions on a sounder footing
for the long term.

Proposed here is a ten year partnership

investment by major national corporations and the Federal
government, to provide challenge grants and technical assistance for cultural institutions of high quality, enabling
them to:
1.

Broaden the base and raise the plateau of
continuing regional and local financial
support from individuals, civic groups,
foundations, business, and governments7
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2.

plan a11<i manage more effective.I,y, petJ'.'"·tieu,..
larly with respect to audience .and prog:t::CIDt
development an,cl financial

3.

affairs~-

and

provide, in cooperg.t:ion with o:t:her cultural
:institutions and groups, more effeetive service to their communities.

The

cQ'IJJl,t_nr'

s · cultural insti tution§l l:J,gve ];)ecome poor and ·

dependent by §lerv:i.._11g the American people, of te:m
limits of available means.

e~cee<iing

the

Thi::;; p::roposal promises an o:ppor-·

t'l.!nJty for them to develop bette::r f:inancial and mana9erial
fQ'IJ.P.Qations for the future, thu§l g::rowi:ng more independent
· and

se.it~::relia_r:i;t.

donation to our

in settling on and offering. their proper
§lQ~iety.

THE_CURRENT CONDITION$

Ar.ts._ Funding
Reeent years have brou9ht mou,n:ting apprehension about the
fincmcial outlook for the arts; especic:t:ily the principal non•
p~ofit

eultural institutions tbat :mc:tintain the highest

standards of crne:!.lit;y,

p~ovide

essential

leader~hip

c:mci inspi..-

ration, and preserve et :rich cultural storehou§le fo::r the
benefit Of present anq futu::re. generations.

TQese et::re tbe
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fundamental resources from which the many varied cultural pursuits of individuals and groups in our society draw much of
their basic sustenance.

They are indespensable, and often

irreplaceable.
The Ford Foundation's study, The Finances of the Performing
Arts, 2 projected a five-fold increase in the gap between
earned income and costs for the country's theatres, operas,
symphony orchestras and dance companies between the 1970-71
and 1980-81 seasons. Museums USA, 3 a study by the National
Endowment for the Arts released in 1974, reported an equally
bleak outlook for the country's art, history and science
museums.

A more recent sample analysis conducted under the

auspices of the Council on Foundations' Project in the Arts,
yielded this dreary conclusion:
In sum, •••• arts organizations have continued to
make many adjustments in response to economic
pressures, changes which undoubtedly are affecting
the quantity and quality of their work as well
as the public's access. Some museums have
shortened their hours, closed certain sections
to the public, or limited the number of large
exhibitions~ some performing arts groups have
cut the number· of productions or are selecting
repertoire based on popularity or low cost ••••
(T)hese practices have serious artistic implications. Touring remains viable mainly for
the major performing companies or those participating in touring programs of the National
Endowment for the Arts.
It is clear, as costs increase, that in order
to maintain the status quo, much less to grow,
new money from both the public and private
· sector must be forthcoming. Despite this need,
in the private sector it is growing harder to
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raise the sarne--or even a reduced--arnount as
in the previous year. Municipal and state support is declining in some locations and Federal
aid remains at about the same level in most
disciplines. Efforts to increase earned income continue to be successful but the potential
still falls far short of the need. Increased
aid from all sources--private and public--remains
the only guarantee against the erosion or
stagnation of 4a significant number of our cultural
institutions.
Such fiscal troubles were recognized even before the recent
economic downturn, but that combination of inflation and recession has made the situation generally worse and in some
cases critical.

Although institutional survival is not im-

minently threatened, financial severity is forcing various
harmful compromises, including elimination of less popular
productions, curtailment of seasons, partial closing of
facilities, reduction of professional staffs, and other actions
that sacrifice quality and irrevocably deplete the public's
cultural opportunities.

Engendering financial savings in this

way produces permanent losses in the economies of institutional
and audience time.

Limiting the extent and variety of programs

endangers the vitality and long-term prospects of institutions
and, perhaps most important, reduces the richness and diversity
essential to dynamic cultural growth.
The Need for the Arts
With some irony, these dangers appear at a time when the
cultural interests and desires of the American people are
greater than they have ever been.

A sampling of the more
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than 1,000 American orchestras shows that over 12.5 million
people attended concerts during the 1974-75 season--a one
million person increase from the previous year.

In Washington,

D.C., more persons attend cultural performances at the
Kennedy Center than sporting events at Kennedy Stadium.
A survey of some forty "Opera America" membership companies
shows an attendance increase of over 40% from the 1973-74
to the 1974-75 seasons.

A review of Endowment-aided special

summer festivals held throughout the country in 1975 reveals
almost a 500% attendance increase.
Popular interest is also revealed by the expansion of
·institutional resources.

Until the mid-1960's, there were

only a handful of non-profit professional theater

companies~

now there are more than fifty in forty cities in twenty-two
states.

Last year, eighty-four dance companies were qualified

by professional and management standards to participate in the
Arts Endowment's Dance Touring
be more than 135.

next year there will

This year there are 105 professional or-

chestras in the United
added next year.

Program~

States~

at least eight more will be

Similar patterns exist in every arts field.

Although clearly the younger people led the way in the
1960's, the growing appreciation of the importance of the arts
does not appear to be limited to any particular geographical
region or population segment.

A 1975 Harris survey indicated
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that almost nine out of ten Americans judged the arts essential
to the quality of life and that more than 65% were willing to
back up this judgment with a payment of at least $5 per year.
The Business Committee for the Arts finds that almost 20% of
the country's top corporate executives are actively involved
with some arts organization.

Participation in arts courses and

arts centers is at a record high.
This sort of evidence is conducive to the view that our
country's cultural health is

better~

it

has~

been.

Some find reason to conclude that we are beginning a cultural
era and that the arts will dominate America's third century
as fully as technology dominated its second.

In part because

of this prospect, John D. Rockefeller, 3rd, argued in his
The Second American Revolution 5 that the country's next century
r

will see the more vigorous pursuit of the humane values of the

'

first American Revolution, fulfilling John Adams' well-known
prophecy:
I must study politics and war, that my sons may
have liberty to study mathematics, philosophy,
geography, natural history and naval architecture, navigation, commerce and agricluture, in
order to give their children a right to study
painting, poetry, music, architecture, statuary,
tapestry, and porcelain.
Of course, our society's need for the arts and cultural
institutions is not based entirely on popular demand or prospects of a cultural era, important as these are.

Nor does it
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stem in

~11_b.$t~nt:i.al

roe a.sure from the comnon· recognition of the

arts as recreation and en:terta._illIDEmt, although these utilities
should not be discounted, particularly in
leisu~e

requir:ing constructive use.

fac;:1;.9r:;i

c.;r;~a.t_ing ~

Ci

t.:i.,me of

inc~easing

Rather; the most importa.nt

public interest. in the arts are their many

pervasive instructions and

inspiratiqn~

of the h'lfillan mind

and spi:tdt, revealing and cofitribtiting to the knowled9e,
purposefulness, vitality and morale

ot the h\¥ha.n c:oJJ11J1unity,

and moving it on.
The contributions of the arts to the

~piritua.l

a.nc:l intellectual

growth of men and women and to the mar-a.le of communities and
·societies has ion9 been known.

Vision:;i,

.tQ.ea.~

c;1.nci fo,inJs in the

arts rise from man and nature to inspire ail the sc;:iemc;:e.$
techniques..

Michelangelo is :perhaps the 9rea.te.$t p;-99f, o.r

Einstein's observation that his notions of different
in physics and :tntrnber were encouraged by the variec:l
enc9'(lnte~eQ.

~g

in music.

beth lofty and

mundane~

o~qe~s

orcie~s

he

There are countless other exampies,
.some are to b;! founc:l

~~JJectively

in

eve:ry person's history.
The

~-l:'.t.$ ~so

offe;- cJ::itical comnem.tary on life, encouragin9

its examination by persons and
the indi vi_d'J.Ci:l. c:mci common good.

connnU:ni1;.ie~

in

thei~

pq,rsui.t of

They thus serve democracy,

as Robert Penn warren argues in big; reGent Demoeracy and
6
Poetrv: The arts are af?13er;tion~ of the self and, in their

~·~·----------

- - - · - - - - -----
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creation and contemplation, thought-feeling instructions in
"continuity--the self as a development in tirne •••• and responsibility--the self as a moral identity, recognizing itself
as capable of action worthy of priase or

blame"~

in this

manner, they affirm the self, which is essential for democracy to be possible.

At the same time, the arts are ways of

knowing and understanding, advancing perspectives on what has
been, is, and may· yet be that yeast the public dough, helping
to ensure a possible democracy its rightful future.

The arts

sustain the free marketplace of ideas, without which free men
and women, free governments and free markets cannot survive.
Nor should we ignore the practical economic benefits of
the arts.

As Nancy Hanks, the Chairman of the National Endow-

rnent for the Arts and the National Council on the Arts, recently
pointed out to the Congress, "Too often, •••• the connection
between healthy cultural activity and favorable economic
impact is not made:
Cultural activities are often key to increasing
tourism, a major industry in many conununities-small as well as large.
Cultural organizations make a significant countribution to income and employment in a number of
support industries, such as printing, advertising,
food services, and facilities maintenance.
People who attend cultural events spend approximately 80% more than the cost of their ticket on
ancillary services, such as restaurants, taxis
and parking.
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Cultural organizations are a key factor in
influencing executive and industrial relocations.
Renovation of architecturally impor7ant buildings
can put land back on the tax rolls.
Evidence· of these realities can be found throughout the
country.

In Seattle, for example, the arts have been employed

to revitalize downtown areas and the City's cultural strength
is often cited as a key factor in its attraction of tourists.
The Twin Cities have deliberately cultivated cultural activities
as an important means to economic growth.

In Sioux City, Iowa,

an emphasis on the use of art in public places brought a fresh
vitality to the downtown area, inspiring the regeneration .
of the main retail district.

Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta, and

many more could be added to this list.
A recent Massachusetts study revealed that the total direct
financial contribution of the arts to the State's economy
exceeded $71 million.

Of this, some $31.5 million is ac-

counted for by payroll, approximately $39.5 million by capital
outlays and the purchase of goods and services.

The Arthur

D. Little Company has ranked Massachusetts high as "an environment for culture•'• and cited this as "a major attraction" for
business relocation in the State.
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In Baltimore, Maryland, a 1973 study showed a payroll of
$7.5 million for the City's fourteen principal cultural

insti~

tutions and additional expenditures of $11.7 million, for a
total direct contribution of $19.2 million.

It is also esti-

mated that the multiplier effect of the salaries alone generated
an additional $17 million in the region's economy.
For nearby Washington, DeCo, a 1975 inquiry by the Washington
Center for Metropolitan Studies concluded:
There can no longer be any doubt about the
significance of the arts in the economy of
greater Washington (D.C.). The expenditures
of the region's non-profit arts organizations
alone are estimated to exceed $25 million annually. The economic impact of these arts
dollars as they are circulated and reused in
the economy exceeds $50 million. Three and
one-half million persons attended performances and exhibitions at these organizations
last year, compared to 1.4 million attendees
at the Redskins, Caps, Bullets, and Diplomats
home events. In the course of going to these
arts events, area residents spent close to
$10 million on ancillary items such as eating
out, taxis, parking and baby-sitting services.
That is rou~hly equivalent to what they spent
on tickets.
Similar testimony is found in the report of the New York
Mayor's Committee on Cultural Policy:
This Committee estimates that cultural activities
and related industries generate over $3 billion
in expenditures and receipts and contribute about
$102 million in local tax revenues. New York's
non-profit cultural organizations spend an
estimated $193 million or more each year on
goods and services. Cultural resources are
vital in attracting business to New York and
in keeping it here. They are also an important
stablizing and strengthening factor in real
estate development, and through this can be
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said to make a significant contribution to
the City's property tax revenues.9

The Financial Outlook
For all of their importance, however, the arts cannot be
made available on a "fee-for-service" or pay-as-you-go" basis.
Although few would deny that there is room for economies and
efficiencies in most cultural institutions, there is also a
finite limit on the extent to which costs can be cut.

One

violinist cannot be substituted for ten by instructing her
to play ten times
half the stage

louder~

lights~

a play cannot be presented with only

a museum is not made more efficient

by closing a third of its

galleries~

a ballet or opera com-

pany cannot perform with only 70% of its

cast~

touring requires

funds for travel.
By the same token, there is some possibility of increasing
earnings through raising ticket prices and assuring full
houses, but these, too, have finite limits.

A major museum

paying its own way would have to charge adults about $10.50
for admission and students half that amount.

A symphony

orchestra relying entirely on the sale of tickets, would have
to charge something on the order of 100% more for seats, even
with a fifty-two week season.

This would bring tickets up to

a range of roughly $7000 to $25a00 and more, thus placing
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even

0 9r~at~r

e<;:9n9m,ic: 'l:>Cl.:n:iers in the way of cultural partici-

pation and .making :full houses

almo~t:.

impossible to achieve,

bot.h of which are self-defeati:ng.
Stich conside~ations make it clear that cultural in~titut:.:i.911:;1
are bound to l,1.ave ·cm "eC1.::t::'l1i11gs gap'',,..=the difference between
ect~nings,

costs, even when held to an absolute minimµm;. Cl.114
even wbe11

b~oqght

a

t_o

maximum consistent with the

qµaJ,:i,.ty, diversity and av-ailability.
9enerc:t:lly
public

'}:)~en

source~

good, much .like education
• 0f educatdon for all.

~ecognized
~Qr

Qf

The ''earn_ing§ gC1.p" has

met th:i;ough contributions from
which 'AC1.ve

99~.1,~

privat~

c:t:nd

a public

the arts as

ctll.--ind_eed an essential pa.rt

These have included

vq.J.gntg.~ry

philan..-

tl'lr9p,ic efforts~ ..... especially ofi the part of wealthy in<Uviduals~
majot" founQ.ations arid, more re6ently, national c;:9rporg.tion_s-and. by exec;::qtive C1.ncl legislative action in national i f;tat;.e

and local g.overnrnenti?.
threatened

This investment is now being

by the general economic c;onQ.itio11 :path because

cost§ nave been inflating at a rapid rate afid because the
ability of philantnropic a_nd gove::t::'nmental investors in the
arts to keep u:p with

the~e

c;o:;>ti?

h~_§

1'een :i;ed.uced by a com-

bination of inflation, recession and competi_n_g demands from

.•

educatiQp,
heed.

welfct~e,

health and other areas of publl,c

§e~vic:e
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In addition, the growth in the number of cultural insti- ,
tutions, to which reference has already been made, heightens
this problem by creating more "earnings gaps" that must also
be f illed--a fact that is leading some to question how much
more growth we can afford and others to ask whether cultural
availability might not be better secured through means other
than the further proliferation of institutions•
Over the past decade, and especially in the period from
1969 to 1974, the public investment in the arts has grown substantially at all levels of government and in the private
sector.

In the last two years, these combined increases have

levelled off sharply, with some sources showing an actual
decline when measured in constant dollars.

Given prevailing

attitudes among decision-makers, and assuming

~

stable, slow-

growth economy, the best possible outlook for the next three
to five years is for increased public investment in the arts
from governmental and non-governmental sources at no more than
the minimum conservatively-estimated inflationary rate of
6%. More. specifically, this is the situation: 10
1.

Direct Federal financial support for the
arts through the National Endowment for
the Arts, which increased dramatically
from 1969 to 1974, has reached a plateau.
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This is unlikely to change unless some overwhelming special need or opportunity is
recognized.

However, some modest increases

of indirect support through the programs of
other Federal agencies may be forthcoming.
·2.

State and local governments are under
great and mounting fiscal pressures,
which may in some instances lead to a
decline in their arts support.

Any in-

creases are likely to come only from the
direction to arts programs of general- or
special-purpose funds made available by
the Federal government.
3.

Those major national foundations which have
accounted for the lion's share of arts support will not be maintaining this position.
If total foundation support is even to keep
up with inflation, smaller regional and local foundations must enter the field.

4.

Largely because of the actions of a relatively
small number of national corporations, business
has been providing a large and growing proportion of total arts support.

As with

foundations, this pattern will continue only
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if more corporations of all sizes enter
the

field~

as with the Federal govern-

ment, this will occur only if special
needs and opportunities are recognized.
5.

Patronage by individuals has also grown,
in numbers of persons involved and total
amount.

Although now levelling off, these

contributions should hold fairly steady.
With more widespread appreciation of the
importance of the arts, significant increases could result.
Thus,.the outlook under current conditions is not encouraging.
If those conditions prevail, most of our cultural institutions
will experience stagnation, some may actually collapse, and
all will be performing at levels far less than their capabilities
permit or public needs require.

The great loser will be the

many millions of persons, young and old, for whom greater
cultural opportunities could afford avenues to richer and more
productive lives.

These sacrifices deny the public interest.

The current conditions must be changed.

Toward Long-Term Improvements

The financial and related problems facing the country's cultural institutions have long been in the making.

Recent

national economic troubles have made them critical more quickly,
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but even with full economic recovery serious difticulties
would remain.

To some extent a function of increasing demand

for cultural goods and services which have strained the institutions' financial and management capabilities, these problems
require careful assessment and long-term
are not vulnerable to the "quick fix".

resolution~

they

The fundamental need

is for more widespread acceptance of responsibility for the
well-being of our cultural institutions and the creation within
them of sounder financial and managerial foundations that will
enable them to maintain themselves with integrity as they fulfill their ample public duties.
Two Unworkable Alternatives
To some, the easy solution is for the Federal government
to increase its annual arts appropriation immediately, by
three-fold or more.

Given the magnitude of the Federal deficit,

the severe competitive pressures on the Federal budget, and
the widespread desire to see the taxpayers' burdens reduced,
this is an unlikely alternative.

It is also questionable

as a matter of policy.
Massive Federal expenditures on the arts encourage the presumption that the national government will be the ultimate
guarantor of the financial needs of cultural institutions,
thus reducing the sense of responsibility other levels of
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government and the private sector feel for the country's
cultural well-being.

By this process, a three-fold increase

could soon be transf onned into a need for twice and three
times that amount, as non-Federal contributors leave the
field.

All too easily, the result could be a fully state-

subsidized national cultural program.
With the Federal government paying a markedly larger share
of the total cost of the arts, there is also greater risk
of Federal control.

Safeguards can be provided, but the

danger would inevitably be present, and the sense of that
danger among artists and audiences could be almost as
'·

·damaging to creativity and morale as its realization.
There are others who contend that large corporations should
bear the major burden of meeting the financial needs of cultural institutions.

For many of the reasons already cited

in the case of the Federal government, this is also an unlikely
and questionable view.

In the face of capital needs, rising

wage and materials costs, and stockholder dividend demands,
corporate contributions and public affairs budgets cannot be
expected to grow significantly.

To the extent they do in-

crease, they also face mounting competitive demands from
education, health, welfare and other public interests.

For

corporations to accept the major portion of the cultural
burden would certainly lead others to turn away from this
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.responsibility.

In some quarters, the spectre of corporate

control of the arts is at least as fearsome as government
control.
None of this is intended to argue against increased
Federal or major national corporation investments in the
arts, but rather to contend that they must grow proportionally with one another and with investments by state and
local governments, smaller businesses, foundations, civic
organizations and individuals, so as to preserve the plurality
of funding essential to maintaining freedom and diversity in the .
_
1

arts.

Thus, increased Federal and corporation funding should

be part of a program that deliberately fosters many other
sources of support.
This principle has guided the National Endowment for the
Arts over the past ten years, and is represented in the policy
which requires matching non-Federal funds for most Endowment grants.

Significant economic growth has helped, by

making it possible for other levels of government, major
foundations, large corporations, and a growing number of other
organizations and individuals to contribute financially to
the arts.

Given the more sluggish preserit economic climate,

the maintenance of a balanced pluralism in arts support will
require more deliberate efforts to cultivate new continuing
contributors.
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A Partnership for the Arts
If neither the Federal government nor major national corporations can wisely "go it alone" with a program to aid
cultural institutions, they could proceed in partnership
on efforts that would encourage others to join them in placing
cultural institutions in a better long-term position.

The

need is to fashion a strategy that will broaden the base
of on-going support among regional and local businesses and
foundations, as well as local governments, other private
organizations and the general public--especially the ex\ panding middle income group.

Such a strategy must include

a stimulus to increased and more widespread continuing
contributions.

Equally important, it must lead to the improv-

ment of management, especially with respect to financial,
audience development, and program planning.

Without the

latter, the growth of funds may result in nothing more than
the expansion of cultural institutions' programs beyond any
likely capacity for sustaining them.
A proposed method of approach, meeting these requirements,
contains these main elements:
1.

Major national corporations would create a
fund of "new money" for the arts at up to
$25 million per year for ten years.

These
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monies would come primarily from the
''Fertune 500" companies and be additions
to sums they

ar~

already c9ntri.1:>i,rt;:d,.ng

fe~

They would be adm:i,11-

cultural purposes.

istered by a tax-exempt, non-profit soi(c)
( 3) cerporation, modes-tly staffed and
governed by an independent board.

2.

The

Fecie:p~J

~oqnt to~

Nat;Long.J,

goveJ:"ru:nent would commit a like
the same purpose through the

E11do~Emt

f

o~

the

~ts.

Under

the Treasury Fund princ::,iple, t::he§e monies
would become available when matched, onet,c:>-orie, by tbe corporate fund.
3 .. · Tbe QQitfl:>i_ned eorporate fund--Federal goVernme1Jt;: t'iJ1tJ,peial pool would be used for
challen9e 9rgnt§ to eultural institutions
averaging a three-to-one match, thus.proviging a tot&l of up to $200 million per
year 1 $2 billion over tell yetJ,:r§. ·
4.

The challenge grants would. be used to
achieve a number of purposes, including:
c:i,.

To encou:i;age greater financial support

foi cultural ins-titutions, particularly
from f oqndcttion.s c;md l:rusipesses not now

i. ·.

providing such suppert, from local governments and ci vie organization$, a_nc;l f:re>ui
tbe generc;tl
b.

p\l'bl.:i.c~

to enable cultural .institutions to build
-qp to bigber ·an.nµal level§ of cop:td. n-u:ing

§1Jpp9:r;t fr9f9 c;t wider
c.

r~nge

of

co:nt~ib'lJ.t9~$~

to provide for mana9E;mtent improvE;mtent$

in

ClJlt\l~c;tl in~tit\ltio11$,

~ange

including !ong~

finq.ncial, audience development and

pro9ram planning; more effective budgett._ing ar1cl accounting, Il\Q~e efficient

administrc;ti;:ive i;;yi;;tem§, and tl:le

d.

to-~tim-Y.lc;tte

like~

greeiter collaP9rati9IJ cmc:l

cooperation amon9 cultural irn;;ti 1;:.qtj_on§
at the local level in contributing
effecbively to the cultural life of
tbei~ G:Oil.1111\Jni t:ies; ~

e.

et.11d

to foster greater citizen involvement
in planning for the community' s cul t.ural
life and more widespread participation
in

5.

G\lJt\lr~l

activitiel?.

Challenge. grantsweuld be made jointly by the
con>c:>;trate funq's

'boa~Q.

and t.he Nabional Council

on the Arts, in accordance with precise 91J.idelifies on_ which they inuta11y a9ree.

Alth91Jgl:l
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tlle nature of the effort requirE;?s
con§idergbl~

there should be
.in geterrnining.

the

. fications of the
minimal

th~t

flexibility

eligibiii ty and qual,j.-

g~g,ntee,

some of the

:?t~rn:lc1:rg ~equi:rements

should

include:
a.

Challenge grants would
tal>lished,

non~profi t

~ m~d~

to es...

c·u1 tural

inst-itutJons, indi vidtially or on a
:?elect g:roup or connmmi ty-wide basis ,
to un:i,teQ. !l.lnds and other cooperative
arts fundin9 p:rogrCllJls, an.c:l to such
related non-profit groups q§ the g:ran-t ...
m~JQ,._ng

~ims

bodies determine will serve the

of the challenge g-rant e·ffort ~

b. -prof:)pective grantees' proposals would
have to include five

ye~:r

plans for

income and expenses, audience development and program, to be up-dated
annual!¥,

~lon_g

with a general manage-

ment assessment and reconunenqgt,ions for
improving
c.

manag~ent-~

in most ca§e§,

ch~J,.l:enge

grants would be

for fie more than three year§ anq, under
tbe te;i:ms of their individual plans,
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grantees would be required to cormnit
to the principle of "maintenance of
prior effort"--e.g., challenge grant
funds in a given year cannot be used to
replace operating support received in
the previous year from all sources, and
matching funds under the challenge grant
must be "new money", beyond contributions
received prior to the challenge grant
campaign~

d.

funds may be used for whatever purposes
will best enable the grantee to fulfill
the aims of the challenge grant program,
including retiring deficits, building
endowments, meeting current operating
expenses, and making capital improvements, except that no Federal funds may
be used for purposes prohibited by law
or established Arts Endowment

policies~

and
e.

prospective grantees must demonstrate
their own and their individual community's readiness to undertake a successful challenge grant effort.
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6.

Administration of the challenge grant program
would be a joint effort of the corporate fund
and the Arts Endowment.

Applications received

would be reviewed and researched by a special
Endowment program staff, appointed in consultation with the corporate fund's director and
board.

The corporate fund's director would

collaborate with this staff on a continuing
basis.

Following staff analysis, applications

would be presented for review and recommendation
by a peer review panel jointly agreed upon by
the National Council on the Arts and the
corporate fund's board.

Grants would be

made by the National Council and the corporate
fund's board, meeting jointly, with the majority of either body having a veto power on
any particular grant.
7.

In recognition of the complexity and likely
expense of the challenge grant application
procedure, at least in the program's early
years, prospective applicants would be asked
to submit preliminary proposals for review.
These would then become the basis for formal
invitations to apply.

Where appropriate,
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technical assistance could be provided in
the development of detailed proposals,
especially with respect to matters of longrange planning and other management improvements.

The provision of such assistance

should afford its own benefits, even if a
challenge grant is not subsequently made.
This method of approach brings into conjunction several
well-tested and proven means for grant-making in the arts.
These include: (a)

the Treasury Fund method, which is an

effective 'way of joining private and public philanthropic
'·

funds in common endeavor on an equal basis: (b)

the challenge

grant approach, which provides useful leverage in stimulating
new contributors and encouraging established contributors
to increase their donations: (c)

peer review, which remains

the best available means for making objective appraisals of
proposed
to

programs~

gu~rantee

and (d)

technical assistance, which helps

the quality of proposals received and to remove

barriers to application born of an institution's lack of professional staff time or extra funds.
Special note should also be taken of the fact that this
approach does not place·primary responsibility for the development and long-term support of cultural institutions at the
national level, but rather at the community level, where it
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properly belongs.

The preparation and execution of challenge

grant program plans will require significant policy discussions
in the community about the nature of its cultural heeds and
how these can best be met.

These discussions should lead to

a fresh recognition of cultural opportunities as well as possible limits on cultural development, and to the shaping of
a broader consensus and commitment with respect to cultural
ends and means.

This, in turn, should help bring about more

widespread interest and participation in cultural activities,
along with a variety of non-financial voluntary contributions
to their support.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the program emphasizes established cultural institutions, not out of ignorance
or in denigration of other cultural activities, but in recognition of the key position such institutions have.

By

maintaining high cultural standards and capacious storehouses
of cultural achievement and capability, they provide essential
foundations for cultural pursuits of all kinds and, thus,
serve all.

In addition, to the extent that these institutions

can attract new support from a wider group, making them more
self-reliant in the long-tenn, risk capital .from established
public and private funding sources can be freed for other,
more innovative activities.
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Conclusion

One of the fruits of the country's recent economic adversity has been to force attention to priorities among our
many public needs.

At this time in our national history, the

opportunities afforded the human mind and spirit by the cultivation of the arts rank high on that list.

Judged vital to

the individual good, they achieve new prominence in recognitions of the common good, thus providing a signal to America's
future.
If this opportunity to add fresh dimensions to the country's
adventure with human freedom is not to be lost, means must be
found to meet the serious economic problems now impeding the
development of the arts and the productivity of cultQral
institutions.

The challenge grant program outlined in this

paper affords this means, providing for the development of a
broadly-based partnership between the private sector and the
public sector in expanding support of cultural institutions.
Stressing the widespread acceptance of responsibility at the
community level for the well-being of our cultural institutions,
along with voluntary contributions to their service from a
great many organizations and individuals, it calls up the most
dynamic force in the American tradition--the vision, will and
energies of the committed person.

•
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